Volunteering
& vocations
in 3Generate

CHILDREN & YOUTH ASSEMBLY

to equip, to enable, to encourage

The Calling of God’s love
in Christ’ …

enabling and encouraging 3Generate’s children and
young people, learning, caring, listening and growth
will be at the heart of the volunteer experience.

is to respond to the gospel of God’s love in
Church and to live out its discipleship in
worship and mission.

Service

Worship
‘the Church exists to increase awareness of God’s
presence and to celebrate God’s love’
Worship should be creative and innovative.
3Generate creates a wonderfully vibrant tapestry, of
worship which mirrors the diversity of the Methodist
Church, from worship expressed in creative arts
to challenging debate, from worship in hospitality
to silent dancing. In order for children and young
people to be listened to, to be encouraged and to
be nurtured in their faith, worship binds all those at
3Generate together in shared spiritual nourishment
and communal fellowship. From the God-centred
vision of our children and young people, worship is
an important aspect of 3Generate’s ministry

Learning and caring
‘the Church exists to help people to grow and learn
as Christians, through mutual support and care’
Learning and caring, and listening and growing,
form the backbone of the 3Generate. By listening
to the voices of children and young people, and
embracing their vision, we grow, learn and care. The
experience of 3Generate for children and young
people is founded upon fun, faith and friendship.
Through this experience, they are empowered to
speak up and have their voices heard, and to be bold
and step out in faith with their vision. By equipping,

‘the Church exists to be a good neighbour to
people in need and to challenge injustice’
Volunteering is centred upon generosity; generosity
of time and gifts. A service is given, but is more
importantly gifted. In volunteering, service and
servanthood are realised in selfless generosity.
Volunteers equip, enable and encourage the younger
generations of the Methodist Church to make
their voices heard, to nurture their vision of the
Church, and in themselves, find calling and purpose.
Through our volunteering experience, we encourage
volunteers to prayerfully consider their motivations,
to listen intently to God’s call, and we hope to
provide opportunities for prayerful discernment and
alternative, vocational exploration. In volunteering,
you make yourself vulnerable as you seek to serve,
to nurture and to discern the voices and vision of
children and young people, and as you seek to serve,
nurture and discern your place as part of the chorus
of their voices and as a supportive part of their
vision.

Evangelism
‘the Church exists to make more followers of
Jesus Christ’
Evangelism is established through responding to
the call of God’s Gospel of love, and, in Christ, to
live out its discipleship in worship and mission.
The evangelistic vision of the Methodist Church
is shared by 3Generate. In making, equipping,

Volunteer Resource Package

enabling and encouraging new disciples, the witness
of the Church will continue. There is a profound
duality in the evangelistic mission of 3Generate.
With the focus on the children and young people’s
voices and vision, evangelism becomes a quiet
activity of prayerful consideration. Volunteers equip,
enable and encourage. This inverts the experience of
our children and young people. Instead of children
asking questions, they answer, and instead of children
listening, they speak. This duality in evangelism sees
a shift away from speaking and spreading the word of
God, to the important evangelistic call to listen and
then to grow.
Through this process, children and young people
grow in confidence and are empowered to share their
faith and to speak of their life with God

The Calling of 3Generate
3Generate, the children and youth assembly of
the Methodist Church, is a vibrant, transformative
event that nurtures and encourages shared fun, firm
friendships and growth in faith. For the children and
young people, 3Generate is an exciting and engaging
opportunity to challenge and to be challenged, to
question and to be questioned, to be listened to and
to listen.
We are in dialogue with the rest of the Connexion, and
work conversationally with local ministry in sharing
the responsibility of facilitating and supporting the
growth of faith for children and young people in
the Methodist Church. Discipleship is our core, and
we work alongside local communities of faith to
grow, nurture and encourage faith. The discernment
and growth of children and young people’s faith is
part of our vocation; listening to their voices and
realising their vision is our responsibility. Vocational
exploration and discernment is not limited to the
children and young people who attend the event; for
you, our volunteers, your work, your commitment
and your gifts to the children have profound impact.
Your vocation to equip, to enable, and to encourage
children and young people forms part of your
ministry and your calling.

Volunteers’ Timeline

Volunteering is an expression of servanthood, of
serving, of sacrifice. In your willingness to serve,
children and young people are encouraged and
enabled to grow, to explore, to discern their calling,
and to deepen their faith. Volunteers’ experience, in
a moment of quiet or creativity, a moment of speed
or debate, can be transformed into a moment when
God’s presence is acutely felt.
We want to draw children and young people and
volunteers’ experience into a vocational sphere.
We want to provide the space and nurturing
encouragement to explore and discern calling, to
grow in faith, to ask questions, and to feel comfortable
and confident in exploring the world of calling and
vocation in an alternative way.
The vocational exploration we hope to encourage
and enable at 3Generate is for all involved. Our work
is focussed on equipping, enabling and encouraging
the voices and the vision of the children and young
people of the Methodist Church. We must listen
attentively without being seen to cause fear or pass
judgement, and we must not place our own thoughts
and opinions on or over the voices and vision of the
children and young people. We want to be transported
to their future vision for the Church through listening
to their voices.
Children and young people are vibrant and creative,
and envision an innovative, #courageous Church.
They have the vision of a Church and worshipping
community that keeps God at the centre, that is
not afraid, that always takes action, that is relevant,
that is about togetherness, that is an inclusive
and safe space, and that has children and young
people involved in all aspects of its life (3Generate,
Manifesto). We want to capture the honesty and
intimacy of faith and create an experience through
which vocations and volunteering become one. In
volunteering with the children and young people of
the Methodist Church, innovative, devotional worship,
learning and caring, listening and growing, selfless
service, and inverted evangelism are combined to
form a potent vocational experience.

